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THE 2ND ELITE ARMAMENT
The waves of sand gradually disappeared.

Lu Yuan didn't get up until the sand crocodile and the cat girl disappeared

from sight.

He patted the dust on his body, breathed out, and continued to move towards

the Guhai Oasis.

…………

Two days later.

Luyuan climbed over a sand dune and saw a green forest in front of him.

He showed a slight smile:

"Ancient sea oasis, finally arrived."

He stepped forward, toward the oasis.

At this moment, the yellow sand not far from Lu Yuan suddenly burst.

A huge black shadow rushed towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan was shocked in his heart and turned his head abruptly, just in time to

see a mouth full of sharp teeth.

His pupils shrank, his feet stepped on the ground, and the yellow sand burst

into a small hole.

His body receded a few meters abruptly.

The black shadow fell to the place where Lu Yuan was before.
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Lu Yuan saw the appearance of the attacker clearly.

The khaki-colored lin armor, on all fours, is huge in size.

is exactly a sand crocodile.

Sand crocodile is a creature that exists widely in the desert area
of   Sandstone City.

They will lie in ambush in the sand, sneak attacking genetic warriors passing

by.

Lu Yuan has seen the area post of Sandstone City, and many genetic warriors

were attacked by sand crocodiles before leaving the place of origin.

He has seen too many such complaints.

Even when Lu Yuan came along, he encountered several sneak attacks by sand
crocodiles.

Among them, the most profound influence on the land margin is naturally the

boss-level sand crocodile two days ago.

There is also the cat girl chasing the boss sand crocodile.

The sand crocodile in front of him is crawling on the ground, about 1.5 meters

high.

This is an abnormal height.

The strength of the ordinary sand crocodile is 50% to 80%, and the shoulder

height ranges from half a meter to one meter.

The sand crocodile with a height of one meter and five is obviously beyond the
scope of the ordinary sand crocodile.

And that strong aura is also declaring the power of this sand crocodile.

An elite level sand crocodile beast.



Lu Yuan pursed the corner of his mouth, revealing a hint of excitement.

"I didn't expect to encounter an elite level beast here, how long have you not

encountered it?"

The last time I encountered an elite level beast was the same elite level little
stone man I encountered in the sandstone underground palace the last time I
entered the land of origin.

It is a pity that no good things were dropped, and only a set of armor of

ordinary quality was obtained.

"Roar!!"

Sand Crocodile saw Lu Yuan escaped the attack, and roared, his yellow eyes

with fierce light, his limbs propped on the ground, and quickly crawled

towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan clenched the epee in both hands, stepped on the ground with both

feet, and rushed towards the sand crocodile.

He swung the epee in his hand, with a black sword light, severely slashed at

the sand crocodile.

Sha crocodile turned flexibly, evading the sword light, and its thick tail swept

towards the landing edge.

Lu Yuan swept across and collided with the huge tail of Sand Crocodile.

boom! !

A dull voice sounded, Lu Yuan took two steps back, and the huge body of Sand
Crocodile was kicked by the powerful force and flew nearly ten meters away,
and his body fell to the ground.

Before Lu Yuan could step forward and continue to attack, Sand Crocodile had
already turned over and got up again.

This time, it didn't rush up violently, but watched Lu Yuan with some caution.



Lu Yuan also raised his eyebrows, a little surprised.

Although the power of this sand crocodile is slightly weaker than his, it is
already very strong.

You must know that Lu Yuan has absorbed all the moonstone essence in these
four days.

At this moment, Lu Yuan's genetic refinement has reached 91%!

After absorbing so much moonstone essence, the special effects of moonstone

essence appeared.

Lu Yuan's physical defense and strength at this moment were stronger than

before.

plus his powerful body of black iron, and the moonstone that increases in all

directions.

At this moment, although his strength is slightly weaker than that of the

assault fighter of the same tempering degree, it is not much weaker.

The power of this sand crocodile seems to be about 80% temperament.

If it weren't for the land, in the entire Sandstone City, there might not be

many genetic warriors that could pose a threat to the sand crocodile.

An elite fierce beast with a tempering degree of 80%, an ordinary warrior with
a tempering degree of 100% cannot be an opponent at all.

Unfortunately, it met Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan grinned: "You are unlucky today."

He stepped out and rushed to the sand crocodile again.

Sha crocodile roared and rushed towards Lu Yuan again.



This time, the sand crocodile's claws were covered with yellow sand, forming

sharp yellow sand claws, and grabbed it towards the landing edge.

Sand Claw collided with Lu Yuan’s epee.

锵! !

The fine iron symphony sounded.

Luyuan and Sand Crocodile separated again, and Sand Crocodile backed a few
meters again.

But the distance of retreat this time is shorter than before.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows while looking at the dissipated yellow sand.

"Sand Claw Combat Technique?"

Luyuan Naturally, I have seen sand crocodile in the book of fierce beasts in

Sandstone City.

The combat skill that elite-level sand crocodile will master is sand claws.

Strong offensive tactics, through the yellow sand to increase strength,
explosive offensive tactics.

Lu Yuan’s combat skills are guardian combat skills, so in terms of attack

strength, it is naturally not as good as Sand Claw.

Even so, Lu Yuan can still suppress the sand crocodile's explosive combat skills

with guardian combat skills.

I'm afraid I will be surprised if I change to another person.

Lu Yuan stepped on the ground with both feet and rushed to the sand crocodile
again.

"Roar!!"



Sha Crocodile saw that his most powerful combat skills were not as good as Lu
Yuan, and he let out a low roar, turned around and wanted to escape.

As a sharp beast with a high degree of tempering, it already has a certain

amount of wisdom.

Unfortunately, the sand crocodile is not an elite beast that is known for its

speed.

Coupled with the blessing of the moonstone on the edge of the land, the speed
is not slow.

Almost instantly, Lu Yuan stood in front of the sand crocodile, and the epee in

his hand drew a graceful arc, slashing towards the sand crocodile smoothly.

The sand crocodile can block a few times with its sand claws at first.

After blocking four or five times, the sand crocodile was slashed on the lin

armor with a single sword. A huge wound appeared on the lin armor, and
blood spewed out.

The sand crocodile let out a stern roar, turned around and tried to run away.

But how could Lu Yuan make it happen?

The continuous attack caused the sand crocodile to be injured again.

Finally, Lu Yuan's sword penetrated the lin armor on the neck of the sand

crocodile.

The sand crocodile's body was stiff and fell heavily to the ground, losing its

vitality.

Lu Yuan drew the epee and threw off the blood from the sword, looking at the
corpse of the sand crocodile with some expectation.

Many spiritual crystals emerged.

is a small pile.



As an elite beast with a tempering degree of 80%, the number of spirit crystals

dropped by death is extremely large.

Lu Yuan's attention was not on the spirit crystal.

He looked at the green ball of light emerging from the sand crocodile, and
showed a slight smile.

Elite level items!

This is the second elite level item he has obtained.

Of course, the boss-level moonstone is not counted.

He quickly took the light group over.

Inside is a set of khaki battle armor, including boots, full body armor, and
gloves.

Compared with the stone beetle armor that was acquired by the land edge at
the beginning, this armor looks a lot of high-end, at least most parts of the

body can be covered.

and looks quite heroic.

The place of origin transmits information to Lu Yuan's
mind~www.mtlnovel.com~ Desert Latent War Armor, which mainly

enhances strength, additional defense and agility, plus the defense capabilities
provided by the armor itself, it can be said to be equivalent Well armed.

Lu Yuan's tempering degree has reached 91% at this moment.

Although there is a moonstone that is a boss-level genetic weapon.

But he himself is a guardian warrior, and his physical strength is stronger than
other genetic warriors. It is naturally no problem to bless this weapon.

He took out the previous genetic armament for the first time and absorbed this
set of hidden desert armor.



Suddenly, Lu Yuan's strength at the moment has increased by about 10%
again. The defense may be due to the strong defense of Lu Yuan itself. The
increase is not too large, but the agility has increased by nearly half.

For Lu Yuan, it was already a big improvement.

You must know that as his current strength increases, the increase in strength

brought by the Beetle Claw Epee has not been 10%.

This is a genetic weapon of the weapon type.

It is conceivable that it is also an elite-level weapon, and the quality of the

genetic weapon dropped from this high-tempering fierce beast is still better.

Lu Yuan picked up Lingjing again.

Forget it, there are a total of 349.

is comparable to the spirit crystals dropped by more than a hundred little
stone men.

After , Lu Yuan picked up the materials of the sand crocodile again.

The most precious material of sand crocodile is leather and four sharp teeth
with more than ten centimeters.

Leather can be used to make leather armor, and sharp teeth can be used to

make weapons such as daggers.

Other things couldn't sell many spirit crystals, and Lu Yuan would not waste

space.

After finishing packing things, Lu Yuan left here and walked towards the oasis.
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